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The Next Room
 
Imagine, if you will:
 
It was the first of February, 2773, a Thursday – and Andy Niksn, Captain
of the starship Freedom – one of the finest space liners between the Sol
System to Quantum Eternica, tugged at the tight, crisp collar of his bright
white tunic uniform.
 
It was a little out of the ordinary for a man so young (he was just 30 years
old) to be given the command of such a big ship, but then, while Freedom
was no ordinary space liner, Niksn was no ordinary Captain! As a matter
of detail, Captain Andrew Niksn had a platinum-grade reputation for being
one of the very best – a reputation which started even before he graduated
at the top of his class at the Merchant Space Academy, which he’d joined
straight out of high school.
 
Andy wasn’t alone in his endeavors – he and his childhood best friend, Jim
Sykes had pretty much gone everywhere together, following in each
other’s footsteps – including into the Academy. They’d gone to great
lengths to ensure that if or when one of them was promoted into another
post on another Company ship, they changed ships together to avoid being
separated. The universe was a pretty big place after all, and both were
keenly aware that if friends or family became separated, the really might
never see each other again.
 
Throughout their lives, Andy and Jim had had a strong friendship, one that
transcended everything that life in the 28th century could throw at them.
Even death.
 
“Everything?” Andy thought dismally, surveying the mixed faces around
him. “Well… no, except that.”
 
The shuttle engines whined softly as Freedom’s shuttle soared through the
last reaches of Earth’s stratosphere and into the inky black sky of orbit.



He’d just left Company Headquarters at Morely Simmons Space Port
about fifteen minutes before – at the tail-end of a flood of passengers and
crew returning to the ship after a three day layover. The managers were
pleased to see him, as usual, and didn’t detain him long at the meeting. 
Since Andy hadn’t anywhere other than the ship to call home – just like
many career spacers – he’d spent the time in a hotel room trying to spend
as much of it alone as possible. Fortunately, he’d got the whole of the
previous day as Mandy had left for the space port early that morning,
granting him some sorely needed peace and quiet! Honestly, Andy didn’t
know how much longer he could go on with the charade – if it wasn’t for
the wonderful care and tenderness she’d shown him after... well, recently,
he’d have broken it off with her already! It’s just… the thought made him
feel so guilty… like he was a very bad person for even thinking it.
 
Still, he wondered what the point would be… now.
 
A small window by his left side gave Andy – who was strapped into his
bucket seat – a stunning view of the bustling world below as the crowded
shuttle – packed with crew and staffers – aimed itself at the ship. Freedom
remained unseen from the passenger compartment, but his unerring
appreciation for routine told him it wouldn’t take more than another five
minutes at most to reach the end of the journey.
 
“Definitely that.” Andy thought with mounting bitterness, his thoughts
returning to Jim.
 
Jim Sykes, his life-long best friend and executive officer aboard the
Freedom, had died recently – and Andy had taken it very, very hard. In
fact, if it weren’t for Mandy’s company, he might’ve been in even deeper
emotional trauma than he already was!
 
Andy Niksn, Jim Sykes and Mandy Fringle had served aboard Freedom for
nigh on seven years together – and while Andy and Mandy weren’t friends
on the same level as Andy had been with Jim, he and Mandy were
involved in an awkward sort of relationship. When he died, Jim had been
Andy’s First Officer, and Mandy the Second… until… quite suddenly…
that shuttle crash… and she’d been promoted up to fill the gap.



 
It’s not that Andy resented her for that – he did love her after all. Well,
okay, perhaps ‘loved’ was too strong a word? Feelings… yes, he had
feelings for Mandy. He cared about her. Just about three months ago –
Mandy accompanied him to attend Jim’s funeral, on Mars. Although
they’d all three grown up together on Earth, Jim’s family had relocated to
Mars, so that’s why it was there... No, he didn’t resent Mandy… It’s just
that he missed Jim so damned much!
 
Three months? It still felt like only yesterday!
 
Presently the shuttle entered Freedom’s landing bay and settled down on
its skids with a gentle bump. The door opened with a muted hiss of an air-
seal breaking, then the ramp extended and everyone aboard casually began
to exit the shuttle. A couple of girls dressed in Company hostess uniforms
sidled past him, giggling – and for the briefest of moments, Andy was
taken back to one of many first days back at school. They might’ve been
new, he thought. He didn’t know all the faces among his crew – after all,
they numbered almost a thousand, and the Company often transferred
juniors in or out without him being informed. That was the HR manager’s
purview, and Andy found himself even less bothered by it lately than
before.
 
“Morning, Skipper.” The one in front, a brunette greeted in passing. The
one behind her, a blond, smiled and nodded in time with her companion.
“Morning.” Andy smiled back as genuinely as he felt able to, avoiding
their gaze.
 
Andy waited until the rush had passed and until the last staffer had passed
into the airlock before rising out of his seat and following. Andy emerged
on the other side of the airlock at the top of the boarding ramp.
“Have a nice day, Captain!” A smiling hostess standing beside the hatch
said in parting, before heading back inside the airlock.
“Thanks, Melanessa.” Andy said, and started down the ramp. At the base
of it began a short walk across the landing bay deck, another roughly ten
minute walk through a network of brightly lit, plush-carpeted corridors, a
short elevator ride, and he’d be at the cabin he shared with Mandy Fringle



quicker than he could hope to be violently sick. His baggage had gone up
with an earlier shuttle, and was probably there already – so mercifully, he
didn’t have to stop in there now. It was just about time for Freedom to
depart, so the obvious destination for Captain Niksn, was Freedom’s
bridge. A few minute’s brisk walk without seeing a single passenger or
crew member in the corridor, and he arrived.
 
Thus it was that Andy Niksn’s work day – and an entirely unexpected
adventure began.
 
Freedom’s bridge itself resembled a small private movie theater, modestly
lit, with a large screen against the front wall. On it was displayed the
slowly rotating horizon of the planet Earth around which Freedom held
orbit. Control desks and consoles filled up the space in the center of the
bridge, facing the big screen, each with a comfy-looking wheelie-chair
behind it. Flat-screen displays and touch-screens fitted into the consoles
gave the whole thing a very clean, advanced, professional look!
 
Andy could tell by the state of the bridge and the demeanor of the bridge
team, who appeared to have been waiting for him and horsing around, that
pre-flight check had already been completed. They fell silent and stood up
respectfully as Andy entered. As soon as the usual “Captain on the
bridge!” “Carry on!” exchange had been completed, they bombarded him
with a friendly barrage of “morning, skippers”.
 
There were three other crew members present: a tall slender brunette –
Mandy Fringle, his First Officer and Head of the Hospitality Department.
The ship’s navigator and Second Officer was a quiet fellow called Quartis
Tinnitus Ambleson, and the young man of Chinese extraction sitting at the
console right in front of the big screen, was Ardman Symbleman, the
helmsman and Third Officer.
 
“The passengers are all aboard, all departments have been notified, and
we’re ready to get under way, skipper!” Mandy Fringle reported in a
business-like manner, keeping it professional, thankfully.
“Thank you, Exo!” Andy said, smiling his appreciation. “Right – let’s get
underway! Take us out, Ms. Fringle!”



“Places everyone!” Mandy announced, “Prepare to leave orbit!”
“Mr. Symbleman, bring the engines online and set to idle!” Quartis
Ambleson told his subordinate from the navigator’s station.
“Aye, sir!” Ardman Symbleman replied, his fingers deftly and
enthusiastically padding the appropriate control areas on his desk-mounted
touch-screen. “Engines online, set to idle – ready!”
“Captain?” Mandy asked, looking at Andy to give the word.
“Execute.” Andy told her.
“Aye, Captain!” Mandy smiled, and gave Ardman a nod. “Break orbit,
helm – take her out!”
“Aye, ma’am!” Ardman acknowledged, steering the space liner out of orbit
around the Earth, which began to fall away on the big screen ahead.
“Set course for Quantum Eternica!” Mandy told the navigator.
“Course plotted and laid into helm computer!” Quartis reported. “Helm,
steer two-seven-zero. Speed, warp five!”
“Steering two-seven-zero, speed warp five!” Ardman repeated,
implementing the course. “On course for Quantum Eternica!”
 
Space was silent, and so was the ship, although very slight vibrations
transmitted through the deck-plating from the ship’s framework conveyed
the feeling that the ship was in motion and accelerating.
“Steady as she goes!” Mandy ordered, completing the task of getting
Freedom underway with satisfaction.
“Thanks, Mandy.” Andy smiled, giving her a grateful pat on one shoulder
as he turned to leave. “She’s all yours, take over!”
“Aye, skipper.” She replied, looking on after him with a hint of
disappointment in her eyes. “Later then, I suppose.”
 
The voyage to Quantum Eternica got off to its usual start. It was often a
humdrum routine exercise for the crew, but much more exciting for the
paying guests – especially the first-timers. The thrill of being in outer
space and surrounded by so much astronomical beauty was easy to forget
if one surrendered to the routine of it!
 
Andy left the bridge behind and decided to do a tour of the ship – which
pretty much fell within his purview as Captain. He didn’t really feel like
doing anything much – there was too much on his mind for that. Whenever



he sat still, his thoughts would return to his recent bereavement – or his
unhappy relationship – so the idea of returning to their cabin was off-
putting to Andy, to the point where he’d rather distract himself by roaming
the corridors of the ship, moving from one area to another.
 
He’d read a poem – a very, very old poem recently. Jim’s mother had given
it to him at the funeral. It was “Death Is Nothing At All” by someone
called Henry Scott-Hollland – and he’d kept it with him for a long while.
She’d given it to Andy to help him cope of course – knowing how he’d
feel, having to work on a ship traversing the stars – not being near Jim’s
resting place! As it was, Andy had to be pulled off the grave, and had spent
– well, hours of his time on Mars sitting at the grave.
 
Dear Justine – what a wonderful mother she was! She’d always called Jim
and Andy “her boys” – even though back then – when they were kids,
Andy had a home and parents of his own to go to! The first four lines had
stuck in Andy’s memory – and whenever he sat idly, or his mind wandered,
he’d dwell on them.
 

“Death is nothing at all,
It does not count.

I have only slipped away into the next room.
Nothing has happened.”

 
Freedom was a large, roomy vessel, and so a lot of the public spaces
accessible to the paying guests had high ceilings with lots of decorations
and swooping curves and twirly bits that looked like fancy plaster
borrowed from some European palace or building of state! Bunches of
grapes seemed to feature strongly, as well as large leaves to cover the
interesting bits of passable imitations of neo-classical sculptures – and
cherubs. Lots of cherubs. Andy Niksn had no idea why cherubs featured so
strongly – they were a hint of something from the extremely distant past –
weren’t they supposed to be the representation of dead infants or
something? Whatever.
 
The gym, the swimming pool, the movie theater – he passed through them
all. He avoided the medplex just in case Dr. Revere tried to talk him into



therapy again. He avoided thinking about Mandy too – he was growing
tired of inventing reasons to not be in a position where she would try to
comfort him… both emotionally – or physically – which only inflicted
more guilt upon him.
 
The highlight of his day turned out to be watching passengers ooh and ah
as they watched Mars and the giant orbs of the outer planets smoothly slip
past on a multitude of viewports around the ship. Andy had seen it already
countless times – even on simulations and including dry-runs at the
Academy – and by now he was pretty much over it!
 
Filled with the glistening smooth regularity provided by routine – and his
careful avoidance of deep thought – his day passed quite uneventfully.
Before long, it was almost 1800 hours, and dinner time aboard the
Freedom – and he hadn’t caught so much as a glimpse of Mandy Fringle
since that morning.

 
The First Class dining room was very grand, yet understated – and shiny,
yet also quite bland and impersonal. The Captain’s Table was table number
1, situated off to one side of the large room – which due to the triumphs of
science, seemed very airy for a room that was basically a tin box inside a
larger tin box – and nowhere near a planet with real natural air. The dining
room was surprisingly light inside, and tastefully lit by a large crystal
chandelier at the center of the room. The lighting was augmented by
recessed light panels, lighting strips and windows onto space all round.
Soft dinner-music was already playing, low enough for conversation to
remain audible.
 
Passengers had already started arriving for dinner – which like any first
class establishment was sumptuous to the point, almost, of decadence. The
tickets for first class were, after all, not cheap. Neither were they
impossible to afford, but attainable if one were determined enough to treat
yourself and perhaps your partner and any children to an unforgettable
holiday!
 
A truly diverse crowd of people filled the dining room – young and old,
light and dark and a variety of skin-tones between them – skinny and



obese, short and tall… human and non-human. Yes, Andy mused – while
most of Freedom’s passengers were Human, they regularly had a minority
of aliens on these trips!
 
“It takes all kinds,” he thought dismissively, as he brushed elbows with
someone and skirted neatly round the buffet stand. Once Andy reached the
Captain’s Table, he moved to the head and pulled out his chair. A number
of new, friendly faces already surrounded it, ready and eager to both meet
him and order dinner. For those who found the romance of a space voyage
beguiling, there was little more attractive than sitting down with the
Captain of the liner in person, and chatting to him or her over a sumptuous
dinner on the first evening of the voyage!
 
“Good evening,” Andy greeted his dinner companions. He was met by a
bevy of vague smiles, grins, nods, waves and muttered “Good evenings”.
He wondered briefly what sort of people they were, selected from his first
class guests by Mandy as part of her job as Head of Hospitality? Silly boy
– they’d be rich folks, of course! Rich… powerful, important – connected
– and two-dimensional, and utterly boring. Weren’t they always?
 
One or two of his table-guests also appeared to be aliens, though Andy
couldn’t quite make out the species this time. Usually he was quite adept
at picking out the Denusians from the Grahtorhii – and not getting
confused by the odd Miskhivin, though the tentacles on those only had the
purple tips to indicate any physical difference. A couple, Andy assumed, a
man and a woman, were both dressed in some sort of spacey get-up that
could’ve been meant to approximate some sort of evening wear. The other
guests at his table seemed dull by comparison, and busied themselves with
their own conversations, politely restrained and distracted.
 
“Good evening.” Andy greeted them in a friendly conversational manner,
grinning. The amiable-looking gentleman smiled back at him pleasantly,
as did his (presumably) wife, who appeared short and plump, and her hair
had been teased so hard it reminded him of a yellow cartoon character, but
was the wrong color.
“Yes, it is.” The alien man replied in agreement.
“I’m Captain Niksn.” Andy informed them, by way of polite introduction.
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